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Abstract This work is concerned with the genenc existence of homoclinic points
for area preserving diffeomorphisms of compact onentable surfaces We give a
shorter proof of Pixton's theorem that shows that, C-genencally, an area preserving
difleomorphism of the two sphere has the property that every hyperbolic periodic
point has transverse homoclinic points Then, we extend Pixton's result to the torus
and investigate certain generic aspects of the accumulation of the invariant manifolds
all over themselves in the case of symplectic diffeomorphisms of compact manifolds

1 Introduction and statement of results

The concept of homoclinic points goes far back to Poincare who discovered the
phenomenon in the 3-body problem [5] As realized by him and later investigated
by Birkhoff [1], such points tremendously complicate the orbit structure of the
system, for the behaviour of a difleomorphism near the orbit of a transverse
homoclinic point is statistical and can be described by a topological embedding of
a subshift of finite type [8]

This work is concerned with the genenc existence of homoclinic points in the
case of area-preserving diffeomorphisms of surfaces

We consider a compact onentable surface M, a non-degenerate 2-form T? on M
and Dr

v(M), the space of all Cr-diffeomorphisms f of M such that f*rj = 77 with
the C-topology, l<r<oo The results are generic in the sense of Baire category
If p is a hyperbolic penodic point o f / e Dr

v(M) with penod T, then p is a saddle,
and the stable and unstable invariant manifolds of p are

Ws(p,f) = {xeM,frnx-+p, asm-00}

and

asn-»-oo},

respectively Ws(p, f) and W(p, f) are injectively immersed curves that intersect
transversally at p By Hartman's theorem, up to a continuous change of coordinates,
in a neighbourhood of p, fr looks like (x, y)-*(A.~lx, \y), where A and A"1 are the
eigenvalues of d(fT)p and 0<|A|<l

A point q in the intersection of Uj=o [ W*(fJp, f)\{fJp}] and
UJ=o [ Wu(f}p, f)\{fJp}] is called homoclinic, and if the intersection is transversal,
q is a transverse homoclinic point
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568 F Olweira

Poincare suspected that transverse homochnic points occur generically in the

area-preserving case and conjectured that they would be dense in both invariant

manifolds However, it was only in the early seventies that the first results appeared

In [10], Takens shows that for a generic/ in D\(M), if p is a hyperbolic periodic

point o f / then the transverse homochnic points of p are dense in W(p, / ) u

W*( p, / ) , but his methods are definitely restricted to the C1-topology

In [11], Zehnder shows that, generically, in a very fine real analytic topology,

every elliptic periodic point of a real analytic local diffeomorphism is a limit of

transverse homochnic points

In [4], Pixton shows that for a generic / in Dr
v(S

2), every hyperbolic periodic

point of / has transverse homochnic points, but the argument there makes use of

the Jordan curve theorem and therefore is restricted to the sphere S2 Also, it is still

not known whether or not the homochnic points are Cr-genencally dense in the

union of the invariant manifolds for r> 1, even in the case of the sphere

Here we give a different proof of Pixton's theorem and then extend it to the torus

A component of W(p, f)\{p} or Ws(p, f)\{p} is called a branch If p has period

T, then the period of its branches is T when the eigenvalues of d(fT)p are positive,

otherwise the period of the branches is 2T We always order a branch so that p is

its infimum and use L[a, b] and L(a, b) to denote subintervals of {/>}u L from a

to b

If £ is a subset of M, we use (yk(E,f) to denote Ufc-sis, f'(E), -oo< /c<7<+oo,

and O+(E, f) = OT{E, / ) , O(E, f) = O^{E, f)

For a compact subset E of M, the u> -limit set of E with respect to / is

w(£, / ) = {xe M, x = hm/"'*,, n,->oo, x,€ E)
I-*OO

If E is non-empty, then w(E, f) is non-empty, compact, /-invariant and

ofiEj)=Ot(E,f)uco(E,f) for any k
We say that x is /-recurrent if x e <o(x, / )

A branch of / is a branch of some hyperbolic periodic point of / If L is an

unstable branch o f / with period T and xeL, then L=O(D,fT), where D =

L[x, fTx] We define the w-hmit set of L with respect to f as co(D,fr) and denote it

by w(L,f) or o{L) The definition is independent of D, and L= Lua>(L)uinf L

When L is stable, we use f~l to define u>(L)

In [2], when r>4, Mather shows that for a generic/ in Dr
v{M) any 2 branches

of a hyperbolic periodic point of/ have the same closure

Our first result is the following

EVERYWHERE ACCUMULATION LEMMA Let j be a C1 area preserving diffeomorphism

of a compact onentable surface Assume that L and K are branches off with L= K

orLnK=0 If K nco(L)*0, then K<= to(L)

On the other hand, it is not hard to show that for a Cr-genenc area preserving

diffeomorphism / each unstable (stable) branch of / has an /-recurrent (f1-

recurrent) point This together with the everywhere accumulation lemma implies

the following genencity result, similar in flavour to that of Mather
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THEOREM 1 Let M be a compact onentable surface and 1 < r < oo There is a residual

subset B of Dr
v{M) such that any branch L offe B satisfies L c co{L)

The second result is the following

THEOREM 2 Let f be a C1 area-preserving diffeomorphism of the sphere or the torus,

and p a hyperbolic periodic point of f If each unstable (stable) branch of p has a

f-recurrent (/"'-recurrent) point, then p has homochnic points

Theorem 2 implies Pixton's theorem, its extension to the torus, and we expect
theorem 2 to be true in higher genus Its proof when M is the torus involves lifting
/ t o an area-preserving diffeomorphism F of the plane, looking at the accumulation
of the F-branches of the fibre over p over themselves, and 'closing the gates', an
idea introduced by Robinson [7], following earlier work by Newhouse

The author would like to thank Sheldon E Newhouse for the helpful conversations
and CNPq for the support

2 The everywhere accumulation lemma

In this section we prove the everywhere accumulation lemma, which is a building
block for most of the arguments in this work, and then derive theorem 1

LEMMA 1 (Everywhere accumulation) Let f be a C1 area-preserving diffeomorphism

of a compact onentable surface M, K and L branches off (not necessarily of the same

orbit) such that KnL = 0 or K = L IfKna)(L)*0, then Kc f f l(L)

Proof Let x be the least common multiple of the periods of K and L Since L and
K are also branches of fT, it suffices to consider the case when they are both fixed
b y / Also, by replacing/by/"1 if necessary, we assume that K is unstable

We prove only the case when L is unstable, since a slight modification of the
argument works when L is stable

Let V be a neighbourhood of mf K where / is almost linear Since OJ(L) and K

are /-invariant, (o(L)r^ K has a point x inside V By the same reason, it is enough
to show that K(f ~lx, x )c w(L), and for this, it suffices to prove that for any
z e K(f~lx, x) and e > 0, we have

BE(f~'z)nL*0, for some ie{0, ,2g},

where g is the genus of M
Let n be an integer satisfying

M(M) < n mm {M(BE(/-z)+), M(BF(/-'z)-), 0< , <2g},

where /x is the measure induced by 17 and Be(f~'z)+ and BE(f~lz)~ are the upper
and lower components of BB(f~'z)\K[mf K,x~\, respectively

Let B be a closed ball centred at x and small enough that B, , f~(n+2^B are
pairwise disjoint, contained in V and disjoint from U?2o Bc(f~'z) Let q =

mf{peL\K',p£ B}, where K' is the connected component of K n V containing
inf K, that is, q is the first point of L\K' to intersect B, and assume for defimteness
that q is above K inside V Join q and x by a simple curve 7 contained in B, and
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consider the set

For 0 < i < 2g, let q, = sup {p e L[f'u+l)q, f'q), p e F}, that is, q, is the first point

where L intersects F as we move along L from f~'q to f~u+uq If /, = L[q,, f~'q],

then {/,, 0 < i ^2g} is a collection of 2g + l simple curves that intersect one another

and F at most at their endpoints q, and f'q, 0 < i s 2g (See figure 2 1 )

FIGURE 2 1

Now, if we collapse F into a point, then the resulting set with the quotient topology
is still a compact onentable surface of genus g and {/,,0<i<2g} becomes a
collection of 2g+1 simple closed curves that interect exactly at one point, namely,
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the point obtained by collapsing T Since in a compact onentable surface of genus
g, any collection of 2g +1 simple closed curves that interect exactly at one point
disconnects the surface, the set M* = M\(Fu /ou u /2g) is disconnected

We claim that the boundary of any component A of M* intersects K[/~(2g+1)x, x]
To prove this, we need the following facts, obvious from the above construction

(1) a(M*)=K[r ( 2*+ 1 )x,x]uO° ( 2 g + 1 )(r)u/0u u/2g

(2) If dA n {lj\{q,}) * 0, then /, c dA and f~Jq e dA nf~Jy

(3) If qj&f-'y, then;<«
By (1),

aAc X[/-(2g+1)x, x]u O°_(2g+1)(y)u Zou u /2g,

and by (2),

dA n (X[/-(2g+1)x, x] u O°_(2g+1)(y)) * 0

UdAnK[f'i2g+1)x, x ] ^ 0 , we are done So assume that dAn O%2g+l)(y)

have that the set
We

is not empty Let i = inf /
It follows that/ 'y <= aA In fact, if this were false, then for some k, (h\{qk}) n dA ^

0, (see figure 2 2(a))

By (2) / kyndA^0, and by (3) we have k< i, contradicting the choice of i This
proves the claim

Since K n L = 0 or K = L, we may choose a thin rectangular open strip 5 based
over K(x, fx) with sides in y and fy, and such that O°(n+2g)(S) n L[mf L,q] = 0

It follows from the claim that each component of M* contains f~'S for some
IE{0, ,2g+l} Takedejl , ,2g+l} minimal such that f~dS and /-<•*-» S are
not in the same component of M*, and let C be the component of M* containing
/""S, (see figure 2 2(b))
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F I G U R E 2 2(b) g = l , d =

Then f dS<=-C and S, , / (d US all belong to a single component of M*
different from C, implying that for 0< i < M - 1 , f~'C is the component of f~'(M*)

containing f~u+d)S, and f~'S, , f-^l+d^s all belong to a single component of
f'\M*) different from/"'C

On the other hand, 3 (M*)c ru L[/"(2g+1)q, q], and f o r O < i < n - l , we have

d(f~•M*) =f-(dM*) <=/-T u L[/- ( l+2g+1)
9 , / " ' ? ] ,

implying that S, , f~'S all belong to a single component of f~'M*

It follows that for 0 < i < n -1, S, , /"< 1 + d"nS are all in a single component of
f-'M* different from/"'C In particular, if i*0, t h e n / " d S n / - ' C # 0 , and D =

C\OI('n_1)(C) * 0 , since f ' S c D

Now, D, f~lD, , f~("~l)D are pairwise disjoint and therefore

-

implying that Be{f-d+xz)+ <t- D, or B£(/-d+1z)+ n (M\D) # 0 (See figure 2 3 ) On
the other hand, since f~dS<= D, we have that BE(/"d+1z)+n D ^ 0 and therefore
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FIGURE 2 3 g = l, d =

But

x] u L[inf L, g] u O° (n+2g)(7),

and by the choice of y, we have that

BArd+xz)+ n [K[inf K, x] u O°_(n+2g)(y)] = 0

It follows that L[inf L, <?] n Be(f~
d+1z)+ * 0 D

We would like to give an example to show that lemma 1 is false if the area-preserving
assumption is dropped

Consider the unit sphere and the gradient flow of F(x, y, z) = z2-y2, whose set
of critical elements consists of two saddles Sj = (1,0,0) and S2 = (-1,0,0), two
sources and two sinks, as shown in figures 2 4(a) and 2 4(b) Let / be its time-one
map and consider the open sets A and B shown in figure 2 4(c) Isotopically change
/ inside A and B, in order to create heterochmc points inside A and a heterochnic
tangency inside B, as shown in figure 2 4(c) If K is the perturbed unstable branch
of Si, then K accumulates all over the unstable manifold of S2, but on exactly one
orbit of the stable branch L, as shown in figure 2 4(d)
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(a)

B(

S,"

(O

I A

(b)

FIGURE 2 4

The next lemma is a variation of lemma 1 that will be needed in § 3 when we

work with the universal cover of M

LEMMA 2 Let M be an open simply connected surface, 17 a non-degenerate 2-form

on M and f a C1 diffeomorphism of M such that f*-q = 77

Let K and L be branches off and assume that L and inf K are contained in a simply

connected open subset A of M satisfying fj.{A) < +00, where \x, is the measure induced

by 7)

L = &orK = L, then K n co(L) # 0 implies that Kczio(L)
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Proof We may assume that L and K are unstable and fixed by /

Let V<=A be a neighbourhood of inf K where / is almost linear and take

x e o){L) n K n V It suffices to show that for any e > 0 and z e K(/~'x, x), we have

Be(z)nL*0

Let n be an integer satisfying

and B a closed ball centred at x and small enough so that B, , f~"B are pairwise

disjoint, contained in V and disjoint from Bc(z)

Let q = inf {p e L, p e B} and assume for definiteness that q is above K inside V

Join q and x by a simple curve y contained in B and let 5 be a thin rectangular

open strip based over K(f~lx, x) such that

We claim that there is an open set C homeomorphic to a disk with the following

properties

(1) dC a K[f->x, x]u yuf-lyv L[mf L, f(q)]

(2) S e C and Sn / " 'C = 0 f o r l < i s n - l

( 3 ) f ' ( C ) c A f o r O < i < n - l

Assuming the claim, the lemma is proved as follows

Let D = C \ ( f ' C u vf-^^C) By (2), SaD Also, D, , / H n l ) D are

pairwise disjoint, and by (3) they are all contained in A Therefore fi(D)<

(l/n)/x(A)</u,(Be(z)+) implying that B.{z)+ <£ D or Be(z)+n(M\D) *0 On the

other hand, since ScD,we have that Be(z)+ nD^0, and therefore Be{z)+ ndD^

0 Now, by the definition of D and (1), we have that

dDci O°(n_i>(3C) e K[f"x, x] u O°_n(y) u L[inf L, f(q)],

and since B f ( z ) + n(K[ f ^,x]uO°_n(B)) = 0 it follows that BE(z)+n

Now it remains to prove the claim

Let qo = sup{/>e L[f~xq, q],pe f~1y} and yobe the subintervalof/"1y from/^'x
to q0 If

a = yovL[qo,q]vK[f lx,x],

then a is a simple closed curve Let E be the component of M\a homeomorphic

to an open disk Since Sna =0, we have that S is contained in one of the

components of M\a, and that S and K[mf K, f 'x] are in different components

of M\a

Firstly we consider the case when S c E Take C = E Since a =dC, C satisfies

(1) New, for 1 < i < n — 1 we have

d(f-C)=f-(dC)

= /-'<*

and therefore f~'S and S are in different components of M\d(f~'C), implying that

C satisfies (2) Finally, C satisfies (3) since A is simply connected and d(f~'C) =

f'acA for 0 < i < n - l
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Now let us consider the case when K[mf K, f lx)cE Firstly we show that
L(q0, 9 ) n / ~ 1 y o ^ 0 If this is false then/"1 yon a = 0 and therefore/"'^e E (see
figure 2 5) Since L[f~lq0, f~lq)na = 0 , we have that L[f~lq0, f'lq)a E, implying
that / - 1a n a = y0 and f~la <= E It follows that the component of M\/~ 'a homeo-
morphic to an open disk contains /~ 'S, implying that S c £, a contradiction

FIGURE 2 5

Now that L(q0', y o ^ 0 , order f~1yo so that /~2x = inf/~1-yo, and let

9)} It follows that K[f~2x, /"1x]u/- 'y0[ /"2x, q,] is
a simple curve contained in E, except for its endpoints/"1* and qx, that belong to
dE = a (See figure 2 6 ) If we define

al = K[f~2x, x\ u L[q0, q^ u y0,

then a, is a simple closed curve, and if F is the component of M\ax homeomorphic
to an open disk, then / " ' S c F

FIGURE 2 6
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Let C=f(F)

dC=f(al)

implies that

that is, C satisfies (1) N o w , / " ' S c f implies S<=C, and since for l < i < n - l , S

and f~'S are in different components of M\d(f~'C), we have that S nf~'C = 0 for

l s i < n - l , and C satisfies (2) (3) follows from the fact that A is simply connected

and dC =/(«,)<= A •

Now we head towards the proof of theorem 1 Four more lemmas are necessary

LEMMA 3 For 1< r<oo, Dr
v(M) contains a residual subset B such that if L is an

unstable (stable) branch offe B, then L has af-recurrent (/"'-recurrent) point

Proof We take a Riemannian metric on M and denote by length (a ) the length of

a curve a

If L is an unstable (stable) branch o f / and length (L)> 1/fe, we use Dk(L) to

denote the fundamental interval L[q, fTq], (L[fTq, q]), where T IS the period of L

and q = qk'\L) is the point of L for which length (L[inf L, q]) = l/k.

Let A£m be the set of feDr
v{M) with the property that all periodic points of

period < n are elementary and any branch L of / satisfying

(1) penod of inf L < n, and

(2) length (L)>l/k,

also satisfies

(3) d[O+(qk(L), / ) , qk(L)]<l/m, when L is unstable, or d[O+(qk(L), T ' ) ,

qk(L)]<l/m, when L is stable

Since conditions (1), (2) and (3) are open and the set of hyperbolic periodic points

o f / e A\m with penod <n vanes continuously wi th / A\m is open for all n, k, meN

Now we want to show that A£m is dense in Dr
n(M) Let U be an open subset

of Dr
v{M) In [6], Robinson shows that for genenc /e Dr

v(M), every penodic point

of/ is elementary L e t / e U have this property

If no branch of/satisfies (1) and (2), t h e n / e A£m So, assume t h a t / h a s at least

one branch L that satisfies (1) and (2) If s is the number of hyperbolic penodic

points of / with penod £ n, then / has at most As of such branches The idea is to

make small changes i n / and obtain another diffeomorphism ge U with the property

that any branch of g that satisfies (1) and (2) also satisfies (3)

For this, we need the following perturbation lemma

LEMMA 4 Let e > 0 and p>0 Then there is S > 0 such that for any p e Bs{0), there

is a C00 area-preserving diffeomorphism <J> U2 -» R2 such that

(1) *(0) = />,

(2) * = id off of Bp(0),

(3) | | * - K l | | r < e ,

where \\h\\r = supxeR2maxo«:_,sr H^i^H and jyxh is thefth derivative ofh at x
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The proof of this lemma involves the use of generating functions (see [3]) Roughly

speaking, the idea is the following

Take a e (0, p) and a bump function a U2 -* R with a = 1 on B^(Q) and a = 0 on

U2\Bp(0)

Let S(x, z) = xz + (az — bx) a(x, z), for /> = (a, b) in 5^(0), and consider

f(x,z) = (x,Sx(x,z))

g(x, z) = (Sz(x, z), z)

If ||pI is small enough,/ and g are diffeomorphisms, and <& = g ° / " ' is the desired

area preserving diffeomorphism

Returning to the proof of lemma 3, let V be a neighbourhood of / such that

Vc U and every he V also has s hyperbolic periodic points of period <«

Let L be an unstable branch of/that satisfies (1) and (2) and W a neighbourhood

of/T(<7k(L)) such that

(a) WnOZUqk(L),f) = 0,

(b) W, / " ' W, , f~rW are pairwise disjoint,

(c) f-TW^B1/m{qk(L)),

where Bs(q) denotes the open neighbourhood of radius S around q

Assume that L is unstable

Almost every point of W returns to W in the future Let y be a recurrent point

of W sufficiently close to fTqk(L) Lemma 4 (with the aid of a symplectic chart)

gives a diffeomorphism <j> e Dr
v(M) supported on W, as Cr-close as we want to the

identity, and such that <t>(fTqk(L)) = y

Consider / , = 4>° f We can have / , as Cr-close as we want to / by choosing y

close enough to fTqk(L) Since / " ' =/T' off of W, by (a) we have that inf L is a

hyperbolic periodic point of fx, and more precisely, inf L is the infimum of the

perturbed branch Lx = O(<j>(Dk(L)), / [ ) which contains y, since 4>(fTqk(L)) = y

Note that by the same reason we have f'Dk{L) =f^J<j>(Dk(L)) for all ; > 1 , and

therefore Dk(Lx) = 4>(Dk(L)) and qk{L) = qk(Ll)

Let n = inf {j a \/fJy e W} Since / = / , off of/"1 W, the positive orbit of y under

/ and / coincide up to n -1 iterates, and both f"(y) = <f>(f"(y)) and f(y) belong

to W By (b), H>T and fr\y)=f"~'(y)ef~'W, for 1 < I < T (C) implies that

frT(y)£BUm(qk(L)), and since f[T(y) = qk(L) = qk(Ll), we have /^(^(L,))e

B,/M(git(L1)), showing that d\_O+{qk{Lx), fx), gfc(L,)]< 1/m

Summarizing, by an arbitrarily small change in the Cr-topology, we change from

/ to / , e V<= U so that a branch of L that satisfies (1) and (2) is perturbed into a

branch Lx o f / that satisfies the condition in the definition of A"km

If M, # Lj is a branch o f / that satisfies (1) and (2), then we repeat the above

construction and change from/ to f2e Vc U, so that M, is perturbed into a branch

^ 2 of f2 that satisfies the condition in the definition of A"Km Since this is an open

condition, if our second change is small enough, Lx changes to a branch L2 (or it

does not change at all) which still satisfies the condition in the definition of An
Km

Note that by restricting the perturbed diffeomorphisms to V, the number of

hyperbolic periodic points of period <n is always s Therefore, by repeating the
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construction at most 4s times, we change all branches of/ with period <n, one at
a time, into branches that satisfy the condition in the definition of A£m, and obtain
a diffeomorphism ge VnAlm<^ UnA"km Hence A£m is dense in Dr

v(M) for all
n, k, m e N

Let B = Pin Kn,^ An
Km B is a residual subset of Dr

v(M)

Let L be a branch of fe B Denote by n the period of inf L, and take k large
enough so that l/k<length (L) Since feA"Km for all meN and L satisfies (1) and
(2) in the definitions of the sets A"Km for n and k defined above, we have that
d[O+(qk(L),f), qk(L)]< l/m for all meN, and hence qk{L) is a recurrent point,
which proves the lemma •

When M is the sphere or the torus, it turns out that for the generic / given by
lemma 3, every hyperbolic periodic point has homochmc points We conjecture that
the same is true for compact surfaces of higher genus

Now we prove the following

LEMMA 5 Let f be a C1 -diffeomorphism of a surface and Lx, L2, L3 branches off

If L3c u)(L2) and L2c co(Li), then L3c co(Li)

Proof Let V be a neighbourhood of xe L3 and V= V\C, where C is the
connected component of L3 n V containing x It suffices to show that L-^n V ̂  0
(See figure 2 7 )

Since L3c: <w(L2), we have L2n VV0 Take yeL 2 and a neighbourhood W of
_y contained in V L2<^ wiL^ implies that L^n W?±0, and therefore ^n V V 0

•

FIGURE 2 7

The last step before theorem 1 is the following

LEMMA 6 Let f be a C1 area-preserving diffeomorphism of a compact onentable

surface and L a branch off If O{L) n w(L) # 0 tfien Lc w (L)

fVoo/ We have that L= O(D, fT), where T IS the period of L, and D is a fundamental
domain of L Hence / ' L n w ( L ) # 0 for some IG{0, , T -1}
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Recall that w(L) = <o(D, f), and therefore

fka>(L)=fkco(D,r) = co(fkD,r) = a>(fkL) foranyfceZ

We claim that /" 'Lc W(L), for all n > 1
By lemma 1, we have that / 'Lc OJ(L), and the claim is true for n = 1 Assuming

it to be true for n, we have that

but since/'L<= w(L), lemma 5 implies that/<n+1)lLc: a>(L), proving the claim
Since L=fT'L, we have L<^ a>(L) D

From lemmas 3 and 6 we have the following

THEOREM 1 Let M be a compact onentable surface and 1 < r < oo There is a residual

subset B of Dr
v(M) such that any branch L offe B satisfies L<= w(L)

In fact, if L is an unstable branch of period r and x e L is /-recurrent, then for
some ie{0, , T - 1 } , we have that/'xG w(x, fT), implying tha t / 'Lnw(L)#0

3 Pixton's theorem and its extension to the torus

In this section we prove the following

THEOREM 2 Let f be a C1 area-preserving dijfeomorphism of the sphere or the torus,
and p a hyperbolic periodic point off If each unstable (stable) branch of p has a
f-recurrent (f'1-recurrent) point, then p has homoclinic points

From lemma 3 and theorem 2 it follows that for a Cr-genenc/ in Dr
v(M), every

hyperbolic periodic point of/ has homoclinic points On the other hand, it is known
that Cr-genencally, all homoclinic points are transversal [6] Hence, we have the
following

THEOREM 3 (Pixton's theorem and its extension to the torus) Let M be the sphere
or the torus and l< r<oo There is a residual subset B of Dr

v(M) such that any
hyperbolic periodic point offe B has transverse homoclinic points

Now we start with the proof of theorem 2
By lemma 6 and the observation following theorem 1, we have Lc w(L) for the

four branches of p
It suffices to consider the case when / fixes the branches of p For simplicity of

notation we assume that, in a neighbourhood of p, f is linear of the form

(x,y)^(X~lx,\y), withO<A<l

By a disk we mean any set homeomorphic to an open ball in R2

We denote the invariant manifolds and branches of p by Wu, Ws and Wl, WL,

Ws+, W-, respectively
For n > 1 and positive small 5, we consider neighbourhoods of p,

V=V(n) = {(x,y),\x\<8,\y\^8<md\xy\<82\2"},

where / is still linear
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The four sectors of V are defined as the closure of each of the four components
of {(x, y) e V, x ^ 0 and y # 0}, and numbered counterclockwise as shown in figure
3 1

Let S be a sector of V The entrance of S is the set En (S) = {(x, y) e S, X.S < \y\ < 8}

and the exit of S is the set Ex (S) = {(x, y) eS, AS < |x| < 8} En (5) has the property
that if the orbit of a point ever intersects S in the future, then the first time it does
it, is by intersecting En (S) Similarly, a point that ever intersects 5 in the past, does
it for the first time by intersecting S at Ex (5)

V= V(3)

FIGURE 3 1

Let W,uoc = {(x, y)eV,y = 0}, Wu
+loc = {{x, y) e V, y = 0 and x > 0}, and similarly

define W^loc, W'loct Ws
+loc and WL]OC

We speak of a simple curve as the embedded image of a circle or an interval

If L is a branch of p such that L\Lloc intersects S, then we define q(L, S) as the

first point of L\Liol. to intersect S Let y(L, S) denote the gate of L with respect to

S, that is, y(L, S) is the straight open interval from p to q(L, S)
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FIGURE 3 2

Let a(L, S) = L[mf L, q(L, 5)]u y(L, S) We have that a{L, S) is a simple closed
curve If L is an unstable branch of p, then q(L, S)sEn(S) and /(y(L, S))n
a(L, S) = 0 Similarly, if L is stable, then <y(L, S)£Ex(S) and f~l(y(L,S))n
a(L,S) = 0 (See figure 32)

If pe (o(L), we say that L accumulates on a sector S provided the interior of S
contains points of L arbitranly close to p

Note that if L accumulates on S, and L n (W" u Wi) = 0 , then it follows from
lemma 1 that W+u W+^w(L) A similar statement is valid for the other three
sectors

Now, the proof of theorem 2, when M is the sphere S2, is a trivial task In fact,
we show that each of the four branches of p has homochmc points

Fix V= V(l), and let us consider, say, Wu
+ Since W?.<= w( W"+), W" accumulates

on S! or S4, say S, We show that W$ n Wt # 0
Suppose this is not true By the Jordan Curve Theorem, a(w", S,) is a simple

closed curve whose complement in S2 consists of two regions, each homeomorphic
to an open disk, and with a(W1,Si) as a common boundary Since Ws

+Iocn
a{W"+, S,) = 0 , Ws

+loc is contained in one of the components of S2\a( Wu
+, S,) Call

this component D We claim that Ws
+ c D

If this is not the case, then {q e Ws
+, q & D} is not empty Let q* be its lnfimum

Obviously q*edD = a(Wl, 5,) and since W"nW+ = 0 , we have that 9*6
•y(WT, 5,), implying that f(q*)ef(y(W1, 5 , ) ) c 52\D (See figure 3 3(a) ) On the
other hand, Ws+ is a stable branch, and hence f(q*)<q* It follows from the
definition of q* that/(</*) e D, a contradiction This proves the claim

Now, since Ws+^ D and Ex (S^c S2\D, we have that W+ cannot accumulate
on S, But W+c w( Ws+), and therefore W+ accumulates on 52

We have that W^ accumulates on S, and W"nWs
+ = 0 By lemma 1, W*+ a W( W )̂

and therefore W" accumulates on S2 too
If we consider a{W+, S2) and argue as in the case of accumulation on S,, we

see that a(Wl,S2) bounds a disk not containing Ex (52), and from which Ws
+
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3 3

cannot escape (See figure 3 3(b)) But this implies that W+ cannot accumulate on
S2, a contradiction

This proves theorem 2 in the case M = S2 Let us now do it when M is the torus
Firstly we recall some basic facts about curves on surfaces, which can be found

in chapter 6 of [9]
We regard the torus T as the unit square, [0,1] x [0,1] with the sides identified

in the usual way, and let p be the point obtained by identifying the vertices of
[0,l]x[0,l]

Let n U2-> T, TT(X, y) = (x mod 1, y mod 1), be the usual covering map and F be
the lifting of / to a diffeomorphism of R2 which fixes 0 = (0,0) Note that F leaves
the form -tr*i) invariant

For qe T, the fibre over q, IT '(q), is just the orbit of q under the group of
isometnes of the Euclidean plane IR2 generated by translations by (1,0) and (0,1),
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where we regard q as a point of [0, l )x [0 , l )cR 2 This group of isometries is
naturally isomorphic to Z2 and we simply write n~\q) = Z2+q and call each of the
points r + q a translate of q

Denote the invariant manifolds and branches of 0 by W", Ws and W", Wt, Ws
+,

WL, respectively A branch of 0 is the lifting of the corresponding branch of p
If a c T is a curve and a is a lifting of a, then a is simple if and only if a is

simple and the slices of TT~1(<X) = Z2+ a are pairwise disjoint (or intersect at most
at their end points, when a is closed) Hence, if L is a branch of 0, then (r+ L)r\

(s + L) = 0 if r ¥= s, that is, the translates of a branch of 0 are pairwise disjoint
Let TTI(T) be the fundamental group of T based at p, and [a] be the equivalence

class of a loop a at p If we define r(a) as the endpoint of the lifting of a starting
at 0, then r(a) depends only on [a], and <p i r ^T)^ ! 2 , </>([a]) = r(a), is a well
defined isomorphism

If /* is the map induced by / on TTI( T) and A = F/Z2, then we have the following
commutative diagram

It is a fact that A (or/*) characterizes the homotopy class of/
For any ret2 and qeU2, we have F(r+q) = F(r) +F(q) Therefore, if L is a

stable branch of 0, then

\ lim d(F"q, F"r) = 0},

and if L is an unstable branch of 0, then

r + L = {qeU2, lim d(F"q, F~"r) = 0}
n~*oo

In particular, if r is a fixed point of F, then r + L is actually a branch of r
Consider the set P = {(m, n) e Z2, g c d (w, n) = 1} Let a be a loop at p If a is

simple, then r(a)ePu{0}, and conversely, if r(a)ePu{0}, then a is homotopic
to a simple curve Furthermore, when a is simple, T\a is disconnected if and only
if r(a) = 0, and if r(a) #0, the infinite prolongation of a, Ufcez kr(a) + a is a simple
curve that divides the plane into two regions

Now, let a and /3 be two simple closed curves such that a n /3 = {p} Denote the
intersection number of a and /3 by # (a, /3) Then, the following are equivalent

(a) {r(a), r(/3)} is linearly independent,
(b) T\(a u)3) is connected,
(c) |#(a,j8)| = l,
(d) |det[r(a),r(/3)]| = l

Denote the liftings of a and )3 starting at 0 by a and ft, respectively
If r(a) and r(/6) are linearly independent, then
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is a simple closed curve that bounds an open 'topological square' Q with vertices
0, r(a), r(/l) and r(a) + r(f3) IT maps Q diffeomorphically onto T\(ou/3), and
Q is a fundamental domain for the group of isometnes of the Euclidean plane
generated by translations by (1,0) and (0,1) We call Q the square generated by a

and ft

We use V to denote a copy of V centred at 0, and wnte 5, En (S), Ex (S), q(L, S),

y(L, S) for the pullback under TT/V of the corresponding subsets of V If L is a
branch of p, let a{L, S) be the lifting of a(L, S) starting at 0, and r(L, S) be the
end point of a(L, S) Note that the lifting of L[p,q(L,S)~\ starting at 0 is
L[0, r(L, S) + q{L, S)] and that

a(L,S) = L[0, r(L,S) + q(L,S)]u(r(L,S)+y(L,S))

(see figure 3 4)

FIGURE 3 4

We say that S, and S4 are the adjacent sectors of Wl, and that Wl and Ws
+ are

the adjacent branches of S, The same terminology will be used for the other
branches and sectors

Observe that for p to have a homochnic point, it is enough that

[I2 + (Wu\{0})] n [Z2 + ( Ws\{0})] ft 0

Before starting with the next two lemmas, we make the convention that, if a
branch L of p does not accumulate on a sector S, then Ln S = 0 (since we could
just take the 5 in the definition of V smaller)

Recall that L<= a)(L) for the four branches of p
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LEMMA 7 Let S be a sector where W+ accumulates If Wu
+ <

then p has homochmc points

Ws andr(W"+,S) =

A similar result holds for any other branch of p

Proof Assume by contradiction that p has no homochmc points

Since r(Wl, 5) = 0, we have that a(W+, S) is a simple closed curve whose

complement in T has two components

If 5 = S2 or S = S3, say, S = S2, then W% accumulates on S2, since it accumulates

on Si or S2, and if it accumulates on Slt then by lemma 1, it accumulates all over

W+, which accumulates on S2 (See figure 3 5(a) )

On the other hand, W*+ioc and f(y(Wu
+,S2)) are in different components of

T\a(W+, S2), implying that W+ never leaves the component containing Ws
+loc But

since W'+ and Ex (S2) are in different components, W+ cannot accumulate on S2,

a contradiction

If S = S1 or S = S4, say S = St, then Wl<=W implies that one of the stable

branches of p accumulates on 5[ (See figure 3 5(b) )

(a)

Ex (5,)

(b)

FIGURE 3 5
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On the other hand, Wfoc and f{y(Wl, S,)) are in different components of
T\a( W+, Si), implying that Ws never leaves the component containing Ws

loc Since
Wioc and Ex (Si) are in different components, no stable branch of p can accumulate
on S,, a contradiction

This proves lemma 7 •

LEMMA 8 Iffis homotopic to the identity and p has no homochnic points, then W+,

Wu_, Ws
+ and Ws_ are unbounded subsets of U2

Proof Firstly we show that if a branch of p is contained in the closure of the other
invariant manifold, then the corresponding branch of 0 is unbounded

Assume, say, Wl c Ws and let us show that Wl is unbounded
W+ accumulates on S1 or S4, say on Sj Since WL <= Ws, by lemma 7 we have

that r( W+, Si, n) ?* 0, for all n > 1 Note that r depends on n in the definition of
V=V(n)

Assume by contradiction that W+ is bounded By letting n -» oo, we have that the
sequence r{W+, S,,n) accumulates on some reZ2\{0}, and that W+ accumulates
on the sector r+S, of r+ V(l), for some reZ2\{0}

Since / is homotopic to the identity, every point of Z2 is fixed and r + Wl is
actually an unstable branch of r By lemma 2, W+ accumulates all over r+ W+

By the translation invariance of the branches of the points of Z2, we have that
r + Wl accumulates all over 2r+ Wl By lemma 5, W+ accumulates all over 2r + W+

By induction, Wl accumulates all over kr+ Wl for all fe> 1, which contradicts
the boundedness of Wl

Now, let us prove the lemma Consider say Wl It accumulates on Si or S4, say
Si By what we have just proved, W+ is unbounded

Assume by contradiction that Wl is bounded As above, Wl accumulates on a
sector r+Su for some reZ2 If r^O, then the inductive argument given above
implies that Wl accumulates all over kr+Wl, for all fc>l, contradicting the
boundedness of Wl If r = 0, then Wl accumulates all over W+, which is unbounded
by the first part of the proof Therefore Wl is also unbounded, again, a contradiction

•

Now we can prove theorem 2 when M is the torus From now on, we assume by
contradiction that p has no homochnic points

Firstly, we claim that there is a sector S such that the two branches adjacent to
S accumulate on S In fact, each branch accumulates on at least one adjacent sector
Assume that W" accumulates on S, If the claim were false, then W+ would
accumulate on S2, WL on S3, and WL on S4 But by the everywhere accumulation
lemma, we would have WLc co(Ws

+), Ws_^u>(Wl) and WI^CJ(WL), and by
lemma 5 we would have Wl c co(W+), implying that W+ also accumulates on S,,
a contradiction Hence we may assume that Wl and W+ accumulate on Si

By lemma 7, r(Wl, S,)*0 and r(W+, S,)*0 Therefore a(WL, SJ and
a(W+, S,) are simple closed curves that intersect exactly at p with intersection
number 1 or -1 (See figure 3 6 )
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T

PJa(W1,S,)

a(Wi,S,)

\

FIGURE 3 6

It follows that the infinite prolongations of a(W+, SJ and a(W+, 5,), together
with their translates, make a 'web' on IR2, whose 'building blocks' are the translates
of the square generated by a(W+, S,) and a(W+, SJ Call this square Q, and recall
that Q is the bounded component of

R2\[a(Wl, S,)u a(W'+, 5,)u r(W%, S,) + a(Wu
+, 5,)u r( ^ , S,) + a ( ^ , S,)]

(See figure 3 7 )

,5,)

F I G U R E 3 7

Let us consider now the case when WL or WL does not accumulate on S, It
follows that WL and Wi accumulate only on S3 In fact, if say, Wu does not
accumulate on Si, since W+ and Ws

+ both do it, by lemma 1 we have that W_ can
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not accumulate on 52 nor on S4 Hence WL accumulates only on S3 Furthermore,

by lemma 1 again, WL accumulates all over WL, implying that WL accumulates

only on S3
.A .A

Notice that Wl]oc and Wi loc are contained in Q, and that the gates in the boundary

of Q are all contained in Z + Sj Since WL and WL never intersect Sx, we have

that W" and WL are contained in Q But (Z2 + S3)n Q = S3, and therefore

r( W", S3) = r( WL, S3) = 0 By lemma 7, /? has homochmc points, a contradiction

Consider now the case when WL and WL accumulate on S,, and therefore the

four branches accumulate on St

From now on, we consider accumulations only on S,, and simplify the notation

as follows a"+ = a(WL, S,), y"+ = y( WL, 5,), <tf = 9 ( W^, 5,), r$ = r (H^ , S.) and

similarly for the other three-branches of p and the branches of 0

We have that Qn(r+En ( S , ) ) ^ 0 only for r=ru
+ or r = r"+ + rL, and also that

Q n ( r + E x ( S , ) ) ^ 0 only for r = rt or r= ru
++rL (See figure 3 7 ) Therefore r "e

If we had r" = r" or rL = r+, then a" and a l would intersect at a point not in Z2

(see figure 3 8), contradicting the fact that a"LnaL = {p}

Hence r" = rl = ru
++rL

FIGURE 3 8

Let us now show that / is homotopic to the identity For this, it is enough to

show that r" and r" are fixed points of F

If n in the definition of V(n) is greater than 1, then/(En (Si))n(a+u «i) = 0

(See figure 39) This implies that f(a".)n{aL<j aL) = {p}, since /(«_) =

U^[p,/(gu)]u/(y!l) and/ (^)€ / (En(S, ) ) is the first point of WL to intersect

S,\En(S,)
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V=V(2)

FIGURE 3 9

FIGURE 3 10
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Let Qi be the square generated by a+ and a i , that is, Qi is the bounded component
of R 2 \ [ a ; u a l u ( r i + a l ) u ( r l + a;)] Note that au_\{0, ru_}= Wu_(0, ru_ +q!)v

(r" + y") is contained in (?! (See figure 3 10 )
Since/(a")n(a+u a l ) = {/?}, we have that

F(au_\{0, ru_}) = Wu-(0, F(ru_ + qu_))uF{rl+ y")

cannot intersect the boundary of Qi Hence W".(0, F(r" + ql)) <= Qj
On the other hand, we have that Z2 + {F(<?")}n Ql = {r" + F(q")}, and therefore

F(r^+ qu_) = rt+F{quJ) But since F{ru_) + F(qu_) = F(ru. + ql), we have F{r"_) = r^
If we consider the square Q2=-r++ Q,, which contains a+\{0, r"}, then the

same argument works to show that F(r+) = r+ (See figure 3 10 )
Now that / is homotopic to the identity, lemma 8 implies that the four branches

of 0 are unbounded

+ <£"

FIGURE 3 11
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Observe that every point in Z2 is fixed by F and that the translates of the branches
of 0 are also branches (invariant sets)

Let R be the union of the squares generated by a", a" and by a+, a l The
boundary of R is the simple closed curve

(See figure 3 11)
Consider Wt Wu^oc <= R, and by its unboundedness, W"_ must leave R
Look at the six gates in the boundary of R Since there are no homochnic points,

Wu_ must leave R by intersecting one of the gates Let q* be the first point of Wu_

to intersect the gates in the boundary of R
Since r+ + En (Si) and r+ + rf_ + En (Si) are outside of R, q* must belong to one

of the three unstable gates, r" + yt, ru
++ru_+yu

+ and rl+ru_+yu_

" + E"n(S,)

F I G U R E 3 12
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Consider the case when q* e r+ + r! + y+ Let I be the subinterval of r++r_+ y+

from r" + r" to q*, and consider the simple closed curve

= Wt[0, q
u_) u au

+

(See figure 3 12 ) If we denote by D the bounded component of R2\/3, then Wl locc D

On the other hand, r" + Ex(St) and r" + r" + Ex (S,) are outside of R, implying that
WL cannot leave D But this is a contradiction since WL is unbounded and D is not

In the other two cases we make similar constructions If q*e rt+y+, take /3 as

W»[0,q*]Kjau
+[0,q*l

and if q*er" + rl+ yu_, take /? as

(We are using the subinterval notation for a" and r+ + d1. See figures 3 13 and

FIGURE 3 13
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r" + En (S,)

F I G U R E 3 14

3 14) As before, if D is the bounded component of K2\/3, then D contains W_loc

and r" + Ex (5,) and r" + r"+ Ex (SO are outside of D This implies that W- never
leaves D, a contradiction
This ends the proof of theorem 2

Finally, we would like to make a few remarks
There is a more direct argument for theorem 1, that works when M is any compact

manifold (of any dimension), and we consider diffeomorphisms of M that preserve
a measure with smooth density In lemma 3, we show that for generic /, given a
hyperbolic periodic point of f, its unstable (stable) invariant manifold contains a
/-recurrent (/"'-recurrent) point With a slight change in the argument of the
mentioned lemma, we can show that for a generic /, given a hyperbolic periodic
point of f, its unstable (stable) invariant manifold has a fundamental domain with
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a countable dense subset of/-recurrent (/^'-recurrent) points On the other hand,
an inductive argument, similar to that in the proof of lemma 6, shows that a
/-recurrent point is also /"-recurrent for any n > 1 Therefore, for a generic/, given
a hyperbolic periodic point of/with period r, its unstable (stable) invariant mani-
fold has a fundamental domain with a countable dense subset of /T-recurrent
(/~T-recurrent) points It follows that the invariant manifolds accumulate all over
themselves

Hence, if M is a compact manifold, Dr
v(M) is the space of all C -diffeomorphisms

of M that preserve a smooth invariant measure rj, topologized with the C-topology,

1 < r < oo, then Dr
v(M) has a residual subset B such that if p is a hyperbolic periodic

point offe B, then each of the invariant manifolds of p is contained in its omega-limit

set

Theorem 3 is also true for the Projective Plane and the Klein Bottle This follows
immediately from the above remark, theorem 2 and a two to one cover In particular,
to prove theorem 3 for an arbitrary compact surface, it suffices to prove theorem 2
in the onentable case Our feeling is that theorem 2 is true for an arbitrary compact
surface, and a proof following the lines of this work would involve an understanding
of the accumulation of a branch over its translates in the universal cover
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